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5Rs of OER – the basis for technology 
development
The right to... 

● Retain means that the resource can be freely copied, downloaded and stored; 

● Reuse allows resources to be used in different contexts (classroom; home; online, etc.) in an 
unaltered format;

● Revise conveys that the content can be altered, edited, revised or otherwise changed (e.g. to 
update or translate a resource);

● Remix permits a resource to be combined with other resources to create something new (e.g. an 
anthology, remix or ‘mash-up’ or a bundle);

● Redistribute enables the republishing and sharing of a resource (in original or altered forms). 2



X5GON: To gather all the OERs scattered 
all over the world using AI

• Convergence of OER media and 

provide equal accessibility to all

• Leveraging AI to index, understand 

and match content with appropriate 
lifelong learners

• Via content understanding, quality 

assurance and learner modelling



X5GON: using AI for connecting OER sites 
for the collective benefit of everyone, 
everywhere

X-Modal:  Different material types (text, audio, video, etc.)
X-Cultural: Materials produced in different cultures
X-Domain: Different scientific domains
X-Lingual: Multiple languages
X-Site: Different repositories



How it’s made: 

- Architecture design
- Schema definition
- Content extraction 
- Content enrichment 
- Content validation and storage 



Material Processing Pipeline
Architecture



Results in:

- Recommender engines 
- OER discovery tools 
- Learning analytics tools 
- Quality Assurance Tools  
- ...



Where to next? 
X5Learn



YouTube Integration: 150k ++
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ENCORE+ Ecosystem

ENCORE+ will function as 
a network catalyst for a 
socio-technical ecosystem. 
That means that ENCORE+’s 
main mission will be to 
amplify existing OER 
initiatives, projects, platforms 
and networks by integrating 
them across the four 
thematic Circle strands and 
three crosscutting integration 
events.
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